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Description - ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL




  
  
 EL-BINA Mhamed , the publisher behind many Android apps (ScanToPDF and mail ,ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL), brings ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL apps has been update to version 2.0.4 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.
HIGHLIGHTS
 	 Does need better editing tools.. 
	 Great portable scanner.. 
	 Great utility application.. 
	 Would like to be able to create smaller PDF files.. 


.
Overall Satisfactionc61 

Very easy to use And far better image quality.

Pathetic image quality even for an s3.

tag cloud pdf scan scanner scanning droid fax print gallery.

This is a good full featured scanner app.

Much better than camscanner.

It's very easy and helpfull for android users.

Thank you for a simple.



Fun & Engagingc64 

Awesome Pocket App.



Usefulnessc82 

Very useful and works flawlessly with stock camera.

This app was extremly useful.

It does everything that it's supose to do.



Production Valuesc100 

nice and simple user interface.

Clean and uncluttered interface.



Ease of Usec81 

Could not convert whole image - had to crop.

A very simple and user friendly way of creating pdf files of receipts.

Great intuitive scanner.

easy to use n fast.



Reliabilityc36 

Did not have any problems with it whatsoever.



Security & Privacyc30 

scan receipts and save them and send to your gmail account.



Updates & Supportc49 

Just Excellent and that too a free version with full features.




  	POSITIVE
	MINOR PAINS
	ISSUES

 
     above expectations considering its free of cost. found in 2 reviews 
  This is a good full featured scanner app. found in 7 reviews 
  tag cloud pdf scan scanner scanning droid fax print gallery. found in 15 reviews 
  Scanning quality not so good even with 5 mp cam. found in 4 reviews 
  May GOD bless you always. found in 1 reviews 
  Great for any student. found in 2 reviews 
  scan receipts and save them and send to your gmail account. found in 5 reviews 
  Great app for anyone that travels. found in 2 reviews 
  Works perfectly on my HTC EVO 4g. found in 2 reviews 
  T he app is very versatile. found in 2 reviews 
  It's very easy and helpfull for android users. found in 3 reviews 
  It allows you to scan 5 pages into 1 document my home. found in 2 reviews 
  EVEN PICTURES ARE HIGH QUALITY. found in 2 reviews 
  The first one is the size of the app. found in 2 reviews 
  Use it to capture expense receipts for business travel. found in 2 reviews 
  Much better than camscanner. found in 6 reviews 
  Muy buena app facil de entender y usar Muy Bien. found in 1 reviews 
  This app work great to scan your DOCUMENTS to PDF format. found in 6 reviews 
  thank u guys really great job. found in 2 reviews 
 
 
    Cropping options are limited and document quality is poor. found in 2 reviews 
  Just 2 weakness: poor camera shooting and no control. found in 2 reviews 
  but I can't connect to Google Docs and have scans uploaded. found in 18 reviews 
  Won't login to mail client. found in 2 reviews 
  Even not able to find printed word 'Ten'. found in 2 reviews 
  Camera issue still exists. found in 2 reviews 
  Wished as many said if it had auto cropping feature. found in 3 reviews 
  Just needs a way to move items around to different multiple page docs. found in 4 reviews 
  no option to edit the photo or lightining at least. found in 1 reviews 
  if I take a picture of a document. found in 2 reviews 
  when I went to open what I sent. found in 5 reviews 
  but not exactly straightforward to email the pdf. found in 9 reviews 
  No options for brightness. found in 2 reviews 
  but was disappointed when I tried to crop an angled image. found in 6 reviews 
  But can't send as mms. found in 2 reviews 
 
 
    Doesn't take proper image on HTC Desire S. found in 8 reviews 
  Not working on Sony Xperia go. found in 3 reviews 
  Dont work in galaxy tab p1010. found in 5 reviews 
  Doesn't work for my Droid II. found in 4 reviews 
  Can't find file to upload to email. found in 9 reviews 
  it asks me to login to Google. found in 12 reviews 
  cannot scan using camera on my sgs2. found in 4 reviews 
  but a scanner needs perspective correction and white balance. found in 8 reviews 
  Sadly useless as the resulting PDF picture is distorted. found in 3 reviews 
  Pathetic image quality even for an s3. found in 15 reviews 
  Doesn't save as pdf or open file on Droid bionic. found in 4 reviews 
  Poor I m using xperia x8. found in 4 reviews 
  Has trouble creating pdf good idea though. found in 5 reviews 
 
 
 
 

If you are Android owner,you now can download ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL for from Google Play. The application is supporting English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. The new ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL app version 2.0.4 has been updated on 2014-11-10. For ensuring consistency with the device you should take into account the following app compatibility information: full Internet access , 
Bottom Line: For more information about ScanToPDF and mail TRIAL check developer EL-BINA Mhamed `s website : http://melbina.free.fr


 7 DAY FULL FEATURED TRIAL ScanToPDF and mail lets you scan (or import) one or more documents using your phone`s camera. Scanned documents are converted into a PDF. PDF files are stored on SD card and ...
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